Ischemia Reversal Therapy as an add-on Therapy for Ischemic Heart Disease: A Pilot Study based on SPECT Myocardial Perfusion Imaging
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Abstract

Introduction: Treatment of atherosclerosis and ischemic heart disease is a yet unresolved mystery. Reversal of atherosclerosis is studied by intra vascular ultrasound. Effect of atherosclerosis regression on myocardial perfusion is studied by SPECT myocardial perfusion (SPECT-MPI). Ayurvedic therapy in the form “ischemia reversal programme” (IRP) was studied with SPECT-MPI to see its effect on myocardial perfusion.

Methods: The present open label study involved fourteen IHD patients who underwent IRP (21 IRP sittings) in Madhavbaug clinics, Maharashtra. The inclusion criteria was patients (aged between 40-70 years) with BMI >20 kg/m² and positive for stress test induced ischemia. However, patients with recent myocardial infarction/known hypo or hyper thyroidism/chornic kidney disorder were excluded. SPECT-MPI was performed at enrolment and after 21 IRP sittings. Additionally, VO₂ peak and time of ischemia after stress test were recorded.

Results: SPECT-MPI results showed significant difference in Summed Stress Score [SSS] (baseline vs. post 21 IRP sittings, 13.5±10.3 vs. 10.7±10.1; p=0.01) as well as Summed Difference Score [SDS] (baseline vs. post 21 IRP sittings, 8.9±6.2vs. 6.2±6.3; p=0.03) in IHD patients. Similarly an increase in VO₂ peak levels (baseline vs. post 21 IRP sittings, 12.8±5.7, vs. 19.4±7.8 and 23.6±6.0, post 25-30 IRP sittings) and time of ischemia in seconds (baseline vs. post 21 IRP sittings, 370.7±201.1 vs. 597.8±201.9 and 702.0±138.0, 30 days follow up) was recorded. Significant improvement post IRP (30.2±3.6, baseline vs. 32.7±3.5, post IRP sittings) was observed according to SAQ scores. However, ejection fraction score was not significantly changed post IRP vs. baseline.

Conclusion and Interpretation: Statistically significant improvement in myocardial perfusion after IRP in IHD patients is observed, depicting positive role of IRP in IHD management.
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Introduction

The Registrar General of India reported that IHD led to 17% of total deaths in 2001-2003, which increased to approximately 42% of total deaths in 2013 [1]. There is an urgent need for developing preventive measures and various treatments for management of the disease state in stable IHD patients.

It thereby becomes important to acknowledge the need for better diagnostic and/or prognostic modalities to direct the best of therapy to individual patients. Single-photon emission computed tomography myocardial perfusion imaging (SPECT-MPI) is known to top the list of non-invasive diagnostic tools that help to assess myocardial ischemia from obstructive coronary artery disease. The results also aid in directing correct type of therapy and may also predict which patient may respond to the chosen therapy [2-4]. The combination of allopathic treatment and traditional Indian medicine, i.e., Ayurveda is a promising approach for the treatment of IHD. However, there is a paucity of evidence-based studies related to Ayurveda in combination with allopathic medicine in the treatment of stable IHD patients. Ischemia reversal program (IRP) is one such treatment modality designed to on the basis of Ayurvedic principles for management of stable IHD. IRP includes a combination of Snehana (oleation), Swedana (thermal vasodilation) and Basti (per rectal drug administration) administered in the same order. Additionally, herbs used at each of these steps may have an additional cardio-protective effect. This pilot study is a first attempt to find evidence to prove the efficacy of IRP in improving myocardial blood perfusion in stable IHD patients as assessed by SPECT-MPI.

Research Methodology

Study design

The present open-label study screened IHD who were willing to undergo IRP therapy at Madhavbaug clinics in Maharashtra, India.
Inclusion criteria

Patients in the age group between 40-70 years having the clinical diagnosis of known IHD were recruited in the study. Other parameters considered for inclusion in the study were patients with BMI >20kg/m² as well as with stress test positive for inducible ischemia.

Exclusion criteria

Patients with recent myocardial infarction and/or known hypothyroidism or hyperthyroidism or chronic kidney disorder were excluded from the present study.

Patient visit schedule

SPECT-MPI was performed from December 2016 to September 2017 at two centres namely Sushrut Hospital & Research Centre, Chembur and Deenanath Mangeshkar Hospital, Pune. The schedule of the patient visit at study site was as follows:

- **Screening**: Stress test positive patient for inducible ischemia were sent for SPECT-MPI.
- **Enrolment**: If the SPECT-MPI test was positive, then the patient was enrolled in the study.
- **Treatment**:
  - After the 1st SPECT-MPI enrolled patients were given 21 IRP sittings.
  - After completion of 21 IRP sittings, the patients were sent for 2nd SPECT-MPI.

The current study was ethically conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki, and all patients provided written informed consent.

Other study measurements

Following tests were performed in all patients:

- VO2 peak measurement was obtained using cardiac stress testing
- Time of ischemia was performed using Modified Bruce Cardiac stress testing
- Seattle Angina Questionnaire (SAQ) was recorded telephonically by research coordinators.

Statistical Analysis

Demographic data namely age and height is reported as Mean ± SD. The distribution of patients based on gender is reported as N (%). Also, the number of patients who had prior PCI or CABG is given as N (%), the primary and secondary endpoints are depicted as Mean ± SD. The change in these endpoints at baseline and after IRP was determined using paired t-test and p<0.05 was considered to be significant. Ischemic burden was calculated using the formula [(summed difference score/68 (maximal segmental score=4)] × 100 = percentage ischemic myocardium). The statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 21.0.

Results

The current study, 27 patients were screened but only 14 IHD patients were enrolled (Figure 1). The average age of study population was 57.5 ± 7.1 years of which eight (57%) were males. Clinical history of enrolled patients is depicted in Table 1. All the patients completed 21 sittings of the IRP therapy. Complete compliance to study protocol was observed.

The Summed Stress Score (SSS) and Difference Score (SDS) obtained after SPECT-MPI showed statistically significant improvement in myocardial perfusion after IRP as compared to baseline i.e., at the time of enrolment (Table 2). Figure 2 depicts one of the SPECT-MPI images showing improvement in myocardial perfusion after 21 IRP sittings as compared to baseline. The patients were further stratified based on their ischemic burden and a reduction in ischemic burden was seen in all the categories as depicted in Table 3.

The VO2 peak levels and time of ischemia were observed to be increased showing improvement in cardiac muscle activity. The SAQ results also support the improvement in cardiac health (Table 2). However, the ejection fraction score was not found to be significantly changed post-IRP as compared with baseline.

**Table 1**: Anthropometric and clinical parameters (expressed as mean ± SD).
**Figure 2**: Depicts one of the SPECT-MPI images showing improvement in myocardial perfusion after 21 IRP sittings as compared to baseline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time and Parameters</th>
<th>Before IRP treatment</th>
<th>Post 21 IRP sittings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summed Stress Score (SSS)</td>
<td>13.5 ± 10.3</td>
<td>10.7 ± 10.1 (p=0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summed Difference Score (SDS)</td>
<td>8.9 ± 6.2</td>
<td>6.2 ± 6.3 (p=0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO₂ peak levels</td>
<td>12.8 ± 5.7</td>
<td>19.4 ± 7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time of ischemia in seconds</td>
<td>370.7 ± 201.1</td>
<td>597.8 ± 201.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle Angina Questionnaire (SAQ) scores</td>
<td>30.2 ± 3.6</td>
<td>32.7 ± 3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: A Patient is said to have positive change if there is reduction in SSS and SDS score (represents improved myocardial perfusion), Increased in VO₂ peak levels (represents maximum rate of oxygen consumption), Delayed time to ischemia and an improved SAQ score.

**Table 2**: Changes in the study parameters before and post IRP therapy.

**Discussion**

This is the first alternative medicine study according to our knowledge reporting the beneficial effect of Ayurveda based therapy on myocardial perfusion in IHD patients as assessed by SPECT-MPI [5].

The study therapy, IRP includes three key panchakarma techniques namely snehana, swedana, and basti which by themselves have health benefits [6,7] but the current therapy also uses herbs in the form of oil and/or water-based decoction that is beneficial especially for cardiac health. Several studies have highlighted the coronary vasodilator and anxiolytic properties of lavender oil used for Snehana [8,9]. Additionally, the herbs used in GHA kadha are known to be cardioprotective in nature. Numerous studies have reiterated that Gokshur (Tribulus terrestris) has nitric oxide driven vasodilatation effect; Haridra (Curcuma longa) is known for its anti-inflammatory action and Amalaki (Phyllanthus emblica) is an antioxidant that helps to reduce endothelial dysfunction [10-13].

**Table 3**: Stratification of study population based on SDS Score and Ischemic Burden.

The present study used SPECT myocardial perfusion imaging for assessment of the effect of IRP on myocardial perfusion. SPECT MPI is
one of the best-known diagnostic and/or prognostic techniques. Two well-known nuclear sub-studies namely COURAGE [14] and BARI-2D [15] used SPECT-MPI as a diagnostic tool and found it to be helpful in associating reduction in perfusion and efficacy of the treatment modalities namely medical therapy and revascularization used in these trials. The COURAGE sub-study reported added benefit of PCI as compared to optimal medical therapy alone. Further the results also pointed out the PCI may not be an effective treatment choice for patients with no to mild ischemic burden [14]. However, our study showed a beneficial effect of IRP even in patients with a low ischemic burden.

Additionally, an Asian study conducted in patients with IHD underlines utility of MPI for mortality risk stratification irrespective of ethnicity [16]. Another study also revealed the usefulness of SPECT MPI in the elderly population (50 to ≥ 80) in predicting cardiovascular events and accordingly choosing better treatment [17].

The importance of alternative and complementary therapies has been emphasized time and again for various heart diseases. One such study although using different treatment option namely cardiac rehabilitation program in addition to standard treatment also shows improvement in cardiac re-vascularization as shown by SPECT MPI [18].

Conclusion

The present pilot study although with a small sample size shows positive role of IRP in IHD management. A future large trial is warranted to set a concrete foundation for including IRP as a mainstream IHD management therapy in addition to conventional treatment.
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